Electron-capture mass spectrometry: recent advances.
Electron-capture (EC) is a sensitive and selective ionization technique for mass spectrometry (MS). In the most familiar form of EC, a susceptible analyte (electrophore) is detected after eluting from a gas chromatography (GC) column, where a low attomole detection limit for standards is routine. High-performance liquid chromatography can facilitate sample cleanup prior to detection by GC-EC-MS, but carryover and shifts in retention time for the "invisible" analyte can be difficulties. Solid-phase extraction avoids these difficulties, but the degree of cleanup and recovery can be problems. Alternative electrophoric derivatizing reagents are available to help deal with interferences, and new reagents such as "AMACE1" are emerging. Releasable forms of electrophores can be used as tags for labeling macromolecules, motivated by the desire to multiplex ligand-type assays. The conventional, gas-phase ion source for EC is not well-understood, especially the role of wall reactions. Using an electron monochromator to tune the electron energy adds to the selectivity and information provided by EC-MS. High-resolution and tandem EC-MS measurements are emerging. Electron-capture dissociation is a new technique to sequence small- to medium-sized peptides, having the advantage of providing more extensive sequence information relative to other MS techniques. Particle-beam EC-MS tends to be less sensitive than GC-EC-MS, but not always. Recently it was demonstrated that EC-MS can be accomplished on an ordinary laser desorption time-of-flight mass spectrometer, and also by using atmospheric pressure chemical ionization. Two applications are discussed here in detail: bile acids and oxidized phenylalanine. EC-MS is well-established as a useful technique for trace analysis in special cases, and the scope of its usefulness is broadening (qualitative analysis and detection of more polar and larger molecules), based on advances in both the chemical and instrumental aspects of this technique.